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FAST FACTS

Aurora Labs unveils Medium Format “Alpha” display
unit at RAPID+TCT
Aurora Labs Limited (“Aurora” or “the Company”) (ASX: A3D), is pleased to announce a
significant milestone in the commercialisation of its Large Format Technology with the
unveiling today of its Alpha display model of the Medium Format Printer (MFP) at the
prestigious RAPID+TCT tradeshow in Fort Worth, Texas.
The product being showcased is an Alpha model, which is for display only and not
functional for printing at this stage. Showcasing the Alpha model is an important step in
Aurora’s much wider commercialisation strategy for its Large Format Technology aimed
at raising visibility of the product.
Following RAPID+TCT the Alpha model will be on display at the 2018 Offshore Technology
Conference (OTC) in Houston, the premier offshore technology conference for the oil and
gas industry, from 30 April - 3 May. Aurora is pleased to confirm that it will have a
presence on the WorleyParsons’ stand, as part of its joint collaboration ‘AdditiveNow’.
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Aurora Labs Medium Format Printer Alpha Unit (non-printing unit for display only)
See an animation of the Alpha Unit here.
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David Budge, Managing Director, commented:

“I am very excited to be unveiling the Alpha display model of the Medium Format Printer to the RAPID+TCT
audience.
Aurora will have a strong presence at the show with myself and our marketing team lead by Executive Director
Nathan Henry speaking to potential customers and industry partners during the course of the week.
While it’s not a full working model with print functionality, it showcases the new design that will be standardised
through our products moving forward.”

ABOUT AURORA LABS

Aurora Labs Limited (“the Company”) (ASX: A3D), an industrial technology and innovation company that
specialises in the development of 3D metal printers, powders, digital parts and their associated intellectual
property.
Aurora Labs is listed on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX: A3D)
To learn more about Aurora Labs, please visit: www.auroralabs3d.com

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
This announcement contains forward-looking statements which incorporate an element of uncertainty or risk,
such as ‘intends’, ‘may’, ‘could’, ‘believes’, ‘estimates’, ‘targets’ or ‘expects’. These statements are based on an
evaluation of current economic and operating conditions, as well as assumptions regarding future events.
These events are, as at the date of this announcement, expected to take place, but there cannot be any
guarantee that such events will occur as anticipated or at all given that many of the events are outside
Aurora’s control.

Accordingly, Aurora and the directors cannot and do not give any assurance that the results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements contained in this announcement will
actually occur.
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